Artisan Japanese Yuzu Products
The Yuzu is a citrus fruit and plant originating in East Asia. It is believed to be a hybrid of sour mandarin and
lemon. The fruit looks somewhat like a very small grapefruit with an uneven skin, and can be either yellow
or green depending on the degree of ripeness. Umami Paris offers an amazing range of Japanese artisan
products, sourced in small producers and companies all over Japan. Among the many delicious products we
selected from them, Yuzu Products are standing out.
The Yuzu Ponzu Sauce by Shibanuma is a renowned sauce in Japan which combines soy sauce, dashi broth and yuzu fruit
with a touch or rice vinegar. It’s fresh taste is also complex and rich in umami flavours. Ponzu is very easy to use as it
complements western cuisine well and can be added to salads, sauces, over grilled meats etc…. Code 50081 – 300ml
Candied Yuzu Peel are first dried then candied in the traditional way by Shindo Shigaharu Co. in the Southern Prefecture
of Ehime on Shikoku Island. Once candied the sugar on the peels enhances the subtle fragrance of the yuzu and balances
out its bitterness to reveals a moreish taste that will complement both sweet and savoury dishes. Code 43102 – 30g
Hand-Pressed Yuzu Juice is produced in Kito Village in Tokushima Prefecture in the South of Japan. The Company is
specialised in local citruses, known for their amazing quality. They press the yuzu to extract the juice within 24
hours of harvest so ensure a high concentration of nutrients and taste. The juice is then flash pasteurised. This
juice brings subtle flavours of mandarin and citron and suits both savoury and sweet recipes, as a marinade, in a
sauce or a déglaçage. Available in 200ml (Code 50091) or 720ml (Code 50082)
A type of vinegar popular in Japan is drinking vinegar. This Yuzu & Honey Vinegar is produced in the Hiroshima
prefecture, which is famous for its citrus fruits. It is sweet and fruity, ideal for cocktails, but also added to ice
creams, fruit salads, deglaçages and dessert sauces. Code 43093 - 270ml

For more information, please contact your area representative

